This work is focusing on a series system with n statistically independent components, each of which has a Pareto distributed lifetime with parameters τ j and θ j , j=1,2,3,…,n and which are censored when the r-th sample fails. Many products have more than one cause of failure. In masked system life time data, the causes of exact failure are often unknown. These observations are referred as masked. It is assumed that the lifetime data of the series system are masked, and the masking probability is dependent. A Bayesian analysis via gibbs sampling is made for estimating the unknown parameters using likelihood function. The results obtained are validated by a numerical example.
PDF probability density function
Notations f (t |θ, τ) PDF of the PFM θ, τ parameters of the PFM; θ>0, τ>0 v log (τ) m sample size r number of failures in a censored sample t i the i-th order statistic from a sample size of n from the PFM, i=1, 2, …, r.
1 n t the observed minimal failure from the n th
The life time of the i-th system T i = min (T i1 , ...., T iJ ), for i=1, 2,…n.
LT r total log time test; 1 r i= ∑ log (t i ) + (n-r) log(t r ) h (t) hazard rate of a series system R (t) reliability of a series system f j (t) density function of the j-th component of a series system of the PFM R j (t) reliability of the j-th component of a series system of the PFM T ij the life time of j-th component in the i-th sys tem with pdf f j (t) and survival function R j (t) (t 1 , s 1 ), …, (t r ,s r )
The censored observed data Z i Bernoulli variable P i Probability of success S i the minimum random subset of J possible failure causes of the system i i s the realized set for S i K i the index of the component actually causing the i-th system to fail ω all the parameters in the PFM
Introduction
The life data of multi-component systems could be analyzed only through estimating the reliability of each system component. A multi-component system could fail due to failure of any number of components. For that, a subset of components is responsible. In masked system life time data, the causes of exact failure are often unknown. These observations are referred as masked. Masking occurs due to variety of reasons such as lack of proper diagnostic equipment, cost and time constraints associated with failure analysis, recording errors and the destructive nature of certain failed components. Confronted with this real situation, a likely hood approach has been used to exploit all the available information [Ancha Xu and Yincai Tang (2009) 
This approach allows considering the full range of possible information on the cause of system failure. For example, in a particular observation, if the subset contained only a single component, the cause of failure is perfectly known then there is no masking. In the other extreme, if the subset contained all of the components in the system, then the cause of system failure will be completely unknown. This is referred as full masking. For some failures, though the exact cause is unknown, it is possible to isolate the cause to a smaller subset of system components (partial masking) [Doganaksoy (1991) ]. Miyakawa (1984) proposed parametric and non-parametric estimators for a simple2-component series system when the cause of failure was unknown. He derived losed-form expressions for the maximum likelihood estimator for the parameters, based on the masked data. Usher & Hodgson (1988) extended Miyakawa's results for three components. Doganaksoy (1991) presented various methods to find confidence intervals for three component series systems with exponential life components.
Recently, several authors considered the series systems in which the component lifetimes are in exponential or Weibull distributions. Most of the authors made an equi-probable assumption (where the conditional and masking probabilities are equal given each case of failure in the masked set) for the masking probabilities, However, the equi-probable assumption may not hold in some circumstances. To relax the equi-probable assumption, Lin & Guess (1994) and Guttmann et al. (1995) considered a proportional probability model with a dependent masking probability for the two-component series system.
Lynm & Tae (2000) developed a Baye's approach to estimate parameters using Gibbs samples. Ammar & Awad (2003) considered the estimation of parameters of the Pareto reliability model with a given parameter τ when there are masked data. Arnold & Press (1983) presented Bayesian estimation for the pareto reliability model, when the parameter τ was known and θ was unknown. When both were known, Tiwari et al. (1996) developed a full Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters and reliability function using the Gibbs Sampler.
For a complete data, the likelihood approach can be extended to censoring. In reliability studies, the observations are usually censored to save time and cost. Censoring occurs when the data include unobserved failure timings. Nelson (1982 -chapter1) , defined and illustrated various kinds of censoring. Upadhyay & Shastri (1997) The main objective of this work is to generalize the Bayesian analysis via gibbs sampling for a series system with n number of statistically independent components each of which has a pareto distributed life time with parameters τ j and θ j , j=1,2,…,n and which are censored when the r-th sample fails.
Recently the Gibbs sampler approach comes into existence for Baye's computation. It is not only conceptually simple but provides powerful tool-kits for getting a global view of entire posterior surfaces. The Gibbs Sampler is a Markov updating schemes which proceeds through iterated sampling from various full conditionals specified up to proportionality from the joint posterior distribution [Smith.A.F.M, G.O. Roberts (1993)].
1.1. Type-2 Censoring In problems such as life testing, the ordered observations have a common occurrence. The time and cost can be saved by stopping the experiment after the r th order observations have occurred, rather than waiting for all n failures. The present work focus on a system in series model with n statistically independent components, each of which has a Pareto distributed lifetime with parameters τ j and θ j , j=1,2,…,n and which are censored when the r-th sample fails.
The conditional probability that the observed subset s i is given that system fails at time t i, and the true cause is component j. This probability is referred as masking probability. It is assumed that the masking probabilities are statistically independent. In this work, P(S i =s i |T i =t i ,K i =j) is called the masking probability. For the conditional probability with randomly varying situation, the Pareto distribution is used [Lindely.D.V and Singpurwalla.N.D (1986)]. The Pareto reliability Model (PRM) arises as a mixture of exponential distributions with reverse J shaped and positively skewed with a decreasing hazard rate with the probability density function as
The reliability function and the hazard rate function of the pareto distribution are
The full likelihood function
A likelihood function is a function of the parameters of a statistical model. It plays a key role in statistical inference, especially in methods of estimating a parameter from a set of statistics. The likelihood of a set of parameter values given some observed outcomes is equal to the probability of those observed outcomes given those parameter values. In general the likelihood function with respect to the unknown parameters θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,…θ n is given by
One of the best methods for obtaining the parameters of a distribution is the method of likelihood approach. Ancha Xu and Yincai Tang (2009) described the likelihood function for a series system with 2 independent components when type-2 censoring was applied as
Also Ancha Xu and Yincai Tang (2009) derived the full likelihood function for a two components series system based on equation (1) as
Let r i denotes the numbers of failed systems due to component 
The Likelihood Function for a Series System with Three Independent Components
The full likely hood function for a series system with 3 independent components based on equation (1) can be derived as follows: 2  2  1  2  2  3  3  3  1  3  3  2  |  2 , 3   1 1  2  1 1  3  2  2  1  2  2  3   3  3  1  3 3  2  | 1 , 2 , 3 
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. Bayesian Analysis Via Gibbs Sampling For A Series System With 3 Independent Components
Bayesian analysis presents modern methods and techniques for analyzing reliability data from a Bayesian perspective. The Baye's formula provides a tool which combines prior knowledge with current data to produce a posterior distribution. Gibbs sampling is used to obtain the estimators of the unknown parameters.
Let z i be a Bernoulli variable with a success probability of {z i =1} for the systems of which the cause of failure is masked. Then the probability of success
Theorem 2.1.
The probability of success P i is exactly the probability that the true cause of failure of system i is due to the first component conditional on s i ={1, 2 
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from (3) and (5) and using some simple algebraic calculations, the conditional probability of the unknown parameters given data, and the latent variables z, is 
where π(ω) joint prior distribution.
The Likelihood Function For A Series System With Four Independent Components
The full likely hood function for a series system with 4 components is given by 
Bayesian Analysis via Gibbs Sampling for a Series System with 4 Independent Components
Let z i be a Bernoulli variable with a success probability of {z i =1} for the systems of which the cause of failure is masked. Then the probability of success is given by 
Theorem 3.1. The probability of success P i is exactly the probability that the true cause of failure of system i is due to the first component conditional on s i ={1,2,3,4}, and t i being observe; that is
Proof
Using Bayesian law, the theorem follows that
. Then the terms in (7) can be simplified in to 
from (7) and (9), the conditional probability of the unknown parameters given data, and the latent variables z, is ( ) 
where π(ω) is the joint prior distribution.
Bayes approach for series system
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The likelihood approach for a series system with n Independent components
Referring to the equations (3) and (7), the likelihood function for the system consists of n number of independent components in series can be generalized as 
Bayesian Analysis Via Gibbs Sampling for a Series System with N Independent Components
The conditional probability of the unknown parameters given data, and the latent variables z, is
The reliability of the series system with 4 statistically independent components with parameters τ i , θ i , i=1,2,3,4 corresponding to the mission time t, t > τ are calculated and listed in 
Conclusion
This paper focused on a series systems with n statistically independent components, each of which has a pareto distributed life time with parameters τ j , θ j , j= 0,1,2,..,n and which are censored when the r-th sample fails. A Bayesian analysis has been done for estimating the unknown parameters using likelihood function. For a series system with 2 components, the posterior PDF of P 1 and P 2 lies between 0 to 3 and the posterior PDF of θ 1 and θ 2 lies between 0 to 2. Also the posterior estimators without masking are much better than with masking. But for a 4 components series system, the posterior PDF of P 1 and P 2 lies between 0 to 0.5 and the posterior PDF of θ 1 and θ 2 lies between 0 to 0.5. The posterior PDFs WM is much better than WUM because the posterior PDFs (WM) are closure to the values of R(t) given in table 1. Hence the posterior PDFs WM is significant than WUM. Also the posterior PDF decreases with respect to an increase in the values of P i , i=1,2,3,4.
This comparative study shows that the effect of masking is significantly important when the number of components in the system is increased. But in case of the parameters, the effect of masking is less significant. A further research can be made for a sample of parallel systems with n statistically independent components.
